
Aerosol Baseboard Floor Finish Remover

Floor CareSolutions

Care for Work Environments®

• Thickened gel formula clings to baseboards and other 
   vertical surfaces for maximum contact time

• Unique fan-shaped spray pattern fully coats baseboards 
   and corners for easy and efficient application

• Added Morning Fresh™ fragrance eliminates obnoxious odors
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Aerosol Baseboard Floor Finish Remover
PREPS FOR FLOOR FINISH
The only way to have and maintain a beautiful floor is to have a
perfectly clean surface before finishing. SFR baseboard stripper 
removes soil, wax and floor finish buildup around baseboards, 
appliances and ceramic wall tiles in corners and other hard-to 
reach areas. Thoroughly strips the problem area and leaves it 
sparkling clean...ready for floor finish.

PENETRATES AND LIQUIFIES
SFR’s exclusive formula contains Liquasolv, which breaks the 
chemical bond that holds the finish to the floor and liquifies it. 
Special cleaners then penetrate into the microscopic pores of the
tile, lift out embedded dirt and polish, and hold them in 
suspension. Simply scrape and rinse.

CLINGS TO VERTICAL SURFACES
SFR’s specially thickened formula allows it to cling to vertical 
surfaces such as baseboards — preventing runoff and evaporation.
The longer it clings, the more thorough the job of stripping.

SPECIAL APPLICATION SYSTEM
The unique valve directs application of SFR down and out in a 
fan-shaped pattern that is approximately 12” wide, the size of 
most floor tiles. Ideal for applying on baseboards, under counters,
ledges or other inaccessible places.

TIME-RELEASE FORMULA
SFR begins to work on contact. The microscopic bubble action 
tells you it’s working. No more timing, no more guesswork. When
the bubbling stops, the job is done.

ELIMINATES EXCESS COSTS
Unlike other floor strippers, SFR has no harsh chemical odors such 
as ammonia. Our pleasant Morning Fresh™ fragrance allows it to 
be used during regular business hours. Saves on overtime costs, 
especially in restaurants, supermarkets and hospitals.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. Shake well before using.
2. To spray, can must be held upside down.
3. Hold can 6-10 inches from baseboard or surface to be 

sprayed. Cover wax and soil with a thick, even coating of 
SFR.

4. Do not use on painted or varnished surfaces. Immediately 
wipe off any overspray.

5. Wait 3-5 minutes or longer in cases of severe build-up. Then 
scrub the surfaces with a wet scouring pad or some type of 
mild abrasive pad.

6. Rinse surface clean with warm water. Allow to dry completely 
before recoating with floor finish.

NOTE: Before using, always test SFR on a small area of the 
surface to be cleaned to be sure that there is no attack. Note any 
change in color or texture, particularly on old tile floors.

Please review label and SDS for all product directions, precautions 
and first aid information.

TECHNICAL DATA
APPEARANCE: aerosol spray
ODOR: Morning Fresh™
FLAMMABILITY: positive flame extension
DELETERIOUS EFFECT ON:

VINYL: none
LINOLEUM: none
TERRAZZO: none
CERAMIC TILE: none
STAINLESS STEEL: none
PAINTED SURFACES: may attack some paints. Test small area 
before use.

PACKAGING

103840 19 OZ Aerosol/CS24
101214  19 OZ Aerosol/CS12       


